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Message:
So Borris Miles (district 13) has a $92 million
dollar bill approved for TSU and Shelia
Jackson-Lee signed a bill also for TSU  in the
amount of $10 million dollars!!! Why am I
offended about this? A lot of those millions
could have been used for poor constituents
living in horrible housing conditions with old
appliances, broken floors, sewer water on the
grounds of these properties and hire officers
to monitor these properties against drugs and
violence for families unsafe in their own
units!!! Money was approved after Hurricane
Harvey back in 2017 but facilities with the
funds claimed they ran out of funds so Many
didn’t get the help they needed. If these
elected officials aren’t going to speak up for
the poor and needy ( instead of these
officials worrying about losing their districts
and Much revenue) I will speak on their
behalf!!! Yates high school, Worthing high
school and many others have been given
money to repair these schools but nothing
offered to place metal detectors in these
schools to keep our children and
grandchildren SAFE from guns and knives
entering these buildings, offer more security
to protect our children ( because a new
building doesn’t provide safety but just looks
good in these neighborhoods) against
bullying and VIOLENCE!! What about MORE
funds preventing people from losing their
homes or housing projects behind on
mortgages and rent due to the pandemic???
Helping schools and TSU with millions is



supposed to help the poor and needy or help
a bunch of crooks Fill their own pockets???
During the discussions with the State
Committee hearings, Borris Miles, Shelia
Jackson-Lee and Al Green pleaded more
about keeping districts than emphasizing
more about DOING more for these
constituents in their districts!! Those
protected districts for minorities are protected
but it doesn’t mean we, the Constituents,
have to Keep voting Borris Miles, shelia
Jackson-Lee or Al Green back in office who’s
only reason for being in office is to Get
money approved for people in higher power
and continue to ignore the Real issues and
problems people of color living in poor
neighborhoods!!! Praying to God for a
change and I fully support SB 6, SB1 and
HB7!!!!




